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Welcome back my friends, to the
show that never ends. Before we
have the judges come out and
explain the rules, we'd like to open
with a statement about comic books
in general. If you use it as a
guideline, you'll never be unhappy...

ONLY BUY COMICS THAT
YOU READ AND ENJOY!

We cannot stress that highly enough.
Comics are an entertainment
medium, and, as such, must provide
you with entertainment for your
dollar. Especially in these days of
price increases and over-hyped title
launches, it is important for you, as a
fan, to vote with your pocketbook.
Regardless of our personal tastes
and recommendations to y'all you
should immediately quit reading any
title that you don’t actively enjoy!
Stop buying a comic just to keep
your collection complete, and stop
buying it if you are "waiting for it to
get better.” All we want is for you to
be happy, and to always feel that you
are getting value for your dollar.
‘Nuff said?

Now we'd like to talk about the rules
of this Sub system:

1. You fill out a subscription
update form every month. The
deadline to turn in your form is
printed on the front of the form. You
must also come in at least once a
month to pay for and clear out your
books. Exceptions can be made if,
for example, you are going out of
town, but you must inform us, in
writing (any note will do), to insure
no interruption of your service. If
you do not pick up your books
during the month for which they
were ordered, we will not hold them
for you to pick up late unless you
give us written instructions to do so.

2. You must make a deposit and
keep an up-to-date deposit form
on file with us. You can make the
deposit either with: 1) An executed

verified credit card form (with the
amount to be filled in should you fail
to pick up your books), or 2) a cash
deposit of $5.00 or 50% of the value
of your order, whichever is greater.
Please note that this deposit will be
applied to any outstanding amounts
you owe us for books that you have
not picked up within the required
time. If the deposit amount is not
sufficient, we may require you to
pay the balance due before accepting
any other subscription form
requests.

3. If you mark it, you buy it. We
base our orders on some items very
closely to your choices, and will
hold you to it. Submitting a sub-form
is an explicit contract. Of course, if
we make an error pulling your
books, you may throw it back. You
may tell us BEFORE a book is
placed in your box that you wish to
cancel it, but once it makes it into
your slot, you’re obligated to
purchase what you ordered.

4. We can only guarantee your
order if you get it to us before the
deadline, which is marked on the
cover of the form. This especially
pertains to any limited item. After
this date, we will make every effort
to fill your order, but can no longer
assure it. This is generally not a
problem with most titles.

5. Please don't forget to put your
name on your form. Forms without
names go instantly into the garbage.

6. For your own sake, take your
time when you fill out the forms.
Make sure you read the New Comics
section for info, and ask us any
specific questions you may have.
We strongly urge you NOT to
complete the form at the store. Do it
at home where you can take some
time to consider your choices.

7. In exchange for this, you get a
10% rebate by collecting your
receipts. You can combine your

receipts to get this rebate. The rebate
will only be given if you 1) are
current (and on time!) with all sub
forms, 2) you have a deposit and
up-to-date deposit form on file, and
3) your box is completely cleared.
Your receipts can be turned in any
time within 90 days from the date
printed on the receipt, and are valid
at both stores!

8. By turning in a form, you create
a legal obligation to pay for and
pick up the books you chose. Just
because you aren't paying for them
right now, don't let your eyes get
bigger than your pocketbook. It
might behoove you to add up your
choices, and make certain you can
afford them in your budget. By
signing and delivering to us the
subscription form, you agree to pay
for and pick up all books ordered. By
signing the deposit form and paying
us the deposit, you agree to allow us
to use the deposit to cover the price
of any books you not pick up!

One last: point: although we only
have a limited amount of room on the
sub form to list titles, we will happily
order any item out of the
distributor’s catalog that you desire.
Diamond Previews lists hundreds of
products that we haven't the room
for, and gives much more in-depth
descriptions of titles. Please note
that you don't HAVE to buy the
catalog — feel free to look through a
copy in the store. All special orders
have the same deadline as the
subscription form, and may be
subject to a further deposit (though
that's very rare!)

Thems the rules! If you have any
questions, or need any clarifications
whatsoever, please feel free to
directly contact owner Brian Hibbs
at:

brian@comixexperience.com

Important Recycling Notice!
Some of you may have noticed that we use plastic merchandise bags rather than paper. There is a reason for this:
plastic is easier to reuse than paper as it doesn’t tear as much. You can help! Please bring back your old plastic bags
and we will reuse them for other customers. Whether you have one bag, or 100, please bring them back in, and let us
reuse them!
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evenings with her beloved family. If it
weren’t for the masked figures descending
from the hills with increasing regularity
to take their harvested food, she’d have no
worries. Soon, though, the masked figures
ask for more than they have, and her
family must flee. Written and drawn by
Shanti Rai. 100 pages for $14.95.

A Wave Blue World INC
All We Ever
W a n t e d :
Stories of a
B e t t e r
W o r l d :
Short sci-fi
s t o r i e s
offering a
shot of
optimism in
t h e s e
d i f f i c u l t
t i m e s ,
f e a t u r i n g
m a n y

different writers & artists. 176 pages for
$19.99.

Black Mask
Mayday TPB: A drug-addicted
screenwriter and a depressed bartender
stumble on a Satanic cult’s plan to
sacrifice people all across LA to bring on

Armageddon. Written by Curt Pires with
art from Chris Peterson and Alex Diotto.
128 pages for $16.99.

Boom! Studios
Bear OGN: Bear is a seeing-eye dog for
his blind owner and best friend, Patrick.
As Bear begins to lose his own eyesite, he
sets off on a quest to gain it back, on the
way sharpening his other senses. Written
by Ben Queen with art from Joe Todd-
Stanton. 160 pages for $24.99.

[Please note: at this moment in time, the
printer for most comics, as well as
Diamond distribution is SHUT DOWN
due to the COVID-19 crisis.  We do not
know when shipments will resume.  The
likelihood of these comics arriving on time
is low, but please still submit your orders
so we know what to order when this is
over.  Because of the uncertainty involved,
we are likely to have VERY FEW rack
copies for the first few weeks, so your
preorders are that much more important!

Also, since we are all-digital this month
for ONOMATOPOEIA, here’s a good
place to remind you that thousands of
more products are available each month
and can be looked at in Diamond’s
PREVIEWS catalog:
https://www.previewsworld.com/Catalog

You can also find each week’s new
releases at:
https://www.previewsworld.com/NewRele
ases

As well as a listing of what is on “final
order cutoff” each week, including all of
the variant covers and stuff like that –
remember we do not order rack copies of
variant covers in most cases unless there
are orders placed in advance!
https://www.previewsworld.com/FinalOr
dersDue  ]

Aftershock
Kill a Man OGN: James Bellyi is one of
the most famous Mixed Martial Artists in
the world until he’s outed as gay in his title
shot press conference. Overnight, he’s
abandoned by his training camp, his
endorsements, his fans. To regain his title,
he must face the last man he ever wanted
to see again: Xavier Mayne, a gay, once-
great fighter...who killed James’ father.
Written by Steve Orlando and Phillip
Kennedy Johnson with art from Al
Morgan. 128 pages for $17.99.

Red Atlantis #1: Journalism student
Miriam finds herself mixed up in the
investigation into a group of Russian
terrorists causing mayhem on Election
Day. Written by Stephanie Phillips with
art from Robert Carey. 32 pages for $4.99.

Avery Hill Publishing
Sennen: Sennen spends her days tending
the fields in her idyllic village and her

By Zoe Hu
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The Red Mother Vol. 1: After losing her
eye and the man she loves in a brutal
mugging, Daisy McDonough is just trying
to put her life back together. Just when
things seem on the mend, she starts to see
strange things through her prosthetic
eye.... Written by Jeremy Haun with art
from Danny Luckert. 112 pages for $14.99.

Willow #1: Willow from Buffy is leaving
Sunnydale on a world-spanning road trip
in search of her true self. Written by
Mariko Tamaki with art from Natacha
Bustos. 32 pages for $3.99.

Clover Press
The Possessed #1 (of 2): In Nazi-occupied
Budapest, a woman sees her parents
murdered by an SS officer. Her
grandfather, full of rage, asks the Rabbi
for help.
T h e
o n l y
help he
c a n
o f f e r
can only
work if
t h e y
give up
t h e i r
sense of
r i g h t
a n d
wrong.
Written
b y

Barbalien: Red Planet #1 (of 5): From the
world of Black Hammer. Mark Markz
seems to have found a comfortable place
on Earth as a decorated police officer and
beloved superhero, Barbalien. But in the
midst of the AIDS crisis, he can’t seem to
strike the right tone with anyone—and on
the other side of things, a Martian enemy
from the past suddenly reappears. Written
by Tate Brombal with art from Gabriel
Hernández Walta. 32 pages for $3.99.

Gert and the Sacred Stones: An endless
war between humans and nature follows
young orphan Gert, whose land is
shrouded in a thick fog hiding ferocious,

Steve Niles with art from Gyula Nemeth.
48 pages for $7.99.

Conundrum Press
The Unknown: Helen finds a newborn and
decides to keep it, hidden from her
husband. On the other side of this story,

Vicky and Wanda are two boarding school
girls bored out of their minds. Vicky soon
finds herself in an affair with her history
professor.... Written and drawn by Anna
Sommer. 104 pages for $17.99

Dark Horse
47 Ronin TP: The epic tale of several
samurai avenging their wronged master.
Written by Mike Richardson with art from
Stan Sakai. 152 pages for $19.99.
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fantastical beasts that besiege her village.
A more fantastical Mulan. Written by
Marco Rocchi with art from Francesca
Carità. 160 pages for $14.99.

Henchgirl: Mary Posa hates being a
henchgirl. She’s underpaid, has no
insurance, and gets zero respect from her

asshole of a supervillain boss. But can  she
make it as anything else? Written and
drawn by Kristen Gudsnuk. 336 pages for
$19.99.

Lady Baltimore #1 (of 5): Once a young
nobody, she is now Lord Baltimore’s most

Primordial: In the distant past, Nelarr
discovers he can no longer breathe
underwater and needs oxygen to survive.
Branded a freak of nature, he is banished
from his underwater kingdom. Now he
must find a new home amidst monsters
who want him dead. Written and drawn
by Bruce Zick. 128 pages for $19.99.

Resident Alien omnibus Vol. 1: A
stranded alien’s only hope of survival is
living undercover as a small town doctor
until somebody comes and gets him.
During this time, he gets roped into
helping solve a murder mystery and comes
to understand a little more about the
human race. Written by Peter Hogan with

trusted ally. Now, more than a decade after
his death, she must embrace the title of
Lady Baltimore and fight the monsters
leading the charge for World War II.
Written by Mike Mignola with art from
Christopher Golden. 32 pages for $3.99.

Papaya Salad HC: A Thai man finds
himself in Europe on a military
scholarship on the eve of WWII. This is
his story of falling in love and finding joy
as the world falls to bits. Written and
drawn by Elisa Macellari. 232 pages for
$24.99.

Predator: The Original Screenplay #1 (of
5): Okay, look. There are new
Alien/Predator comics like, every two or
three months. If you are interested, please
c h e c k
P r e v i e w s
and let us
know you
love this
particular
f r anch i se
and want
all of it.
Written by
J e r e m y
B a r l o w
with art
f r o m
P a t r i c k
Blaine. 32
pages for
$3.99.
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art from Steve Parkhouse. 288 pages for
$24.99.

Savor: Discovering a band of demon
cooks has captured her island home,
warrior chef Savor Batonnet must

undertake her very first quest as a newly
minted hero. But does she really know
enough to save her parents, her village,
and the woman she loves? Written by Neil
Kleid with art from John Broglia. 144
pages for $14.99.

Stranger Things Vol. 3: Into the Fire:
Years after escaping Hawkins Lab, two of
Dr. Brenner’s former subjects seek to live
normal lives. They go on a harrowing
search for Nine in the hopes that she can
help. Written by Jody Houser with art
from Ryan Kelly. 112 pages for $19.99.

The Witcher: Fading Memories #1 (of 4):
Geralt is
impoverished
and dejected
since monster
threats seem to
have vanished.
Will this town
o f
disappearing
children bring
him any luck?
Written by
B a r t o s z

Taylor with art from three different dudes.
40 pages for $4.99.

Joker/Harley: Criminal Sanity Secret Files
#1: One shot. Harley Quinn is hunting two
serial killers: The Joker, a brutal
psychopath who murdered her roommate
and disappeared years ago, and the un-
identified killer currently terrorizing
Gotham City. In this one-shot, see pieces
of the puzzle on Harley’s investigation
board and steal a glimpse into John
Kelly’s high school notebook— a book he
still carries today. Written by Kami Garcia
& Edward Kurz with art from David
Mack, Jason Badower, and others. 32
pages for $5.99.

Sztybor with art from Amad Mir. 32 pages
for $3.99.

You Look Like Death: Tales from the
Umbrella Academy #1 (of 6): The first
Umbrella Academy spinoff series! When
18 year old Séance gets kicked out of the
Academy with his allowance severed, he
takes to a place where his ghoulish talents
will be appreciated—Hollywood! Written
by Gerard Way & Shaun Simon with art
from INJ Culbard. 32 pages for $3.99.

DC Entertainment
Batman: Three Jokers #1 (of 3): Three
Jokers reexamines the myth of who, or
what, The Joker is and what is at the heart
of his eternal battle with Batman. Written
by Geoff Johns with art from Jason Fabok.
48 pages for 6.99.  Brian has seen the
entire first issue and thinks it looks
amazing!

DCeased: Dead Planet #1 (of 6): After a
corrupted Anti-Life Equation turned
billions into monsters—including Earth’s
Greatest Heroes—our planet was as good
as dead. Years later, a distress call brings
Damian Wayne, Jon Kent, and Cassie
Sandsmark—the Batman, Superman, and
Wonder Woman of Earth 2—back to a
dead planet...but what will this new Justice
League find waiting for them? If life still
exists on Earth, who—or what—is lying
in wait for these heroes? Written by Tom
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Dynamite
Bettie Page #1: Stunning starlet Bettie
Page is off doing another tastefully
sensual photo shoot on a secluded island
when one of her cast members shows up
murdered. Whodunnit?? Written by Karla
Pacheco with art from Vincenzo Federici.
32 pages for $3.99.

Green Hornet #1: Green Hornet and Kato
have met their fair share of villains over
the years, but when an alien infant crashes
to Earth, the two heroes must keep him
safe from a whole new type of nemesis.
Written by Scott Lobdell with art from
Anthony Marques. 32 pages for $3.99.

Nymph: Birds and trees join forces to raise
a defenseless pupa that fell from the sky,
but they soon realize they’re getting more
than they bargained for when it begins to
form a humanoid creature. Written and
drawn by Leila Marzocchi. 208 pages for
$29.99.

The Winter of the Cartoonist: The true
story of five cartoonists of the Franco
regime working at publishing titan
Editorial Bruguera who started their own
magazine as a protest against poor
working conditions. Written and drawn by
Paco Roca. 128 pages for $21.99.

Grand Central Publishing
Parasite: A Graphic Novel in Storyboards
HC: DRAWN BY BONG JOON-HO
HIMSELF!!!! 224 pages for $30.

Graphix
Donut the Destroyer Vol. 1: Donut lives
in a world where everybody is born with
a special power and must decide if they
want to be good or evil. Donut is so
excited to join the Lionheart School for
Heroes, but her famous evil parents and
best friend Ivy don’t understand why she
wants to be a do-gooder. Written by Stef
Purenins with art by Sarah Graley. 192
pages for $14.99.

Fantagraphics
And Now, Sir—Is This Your Missing
Gonad?: A decade’s worth of unpublished
images by Jim Woodring, doing what he
d o e s
b e s t —
w e i r d
s h i t .
W r i t t e n
a n d
drawn by
J i m
W o o d r
ing. 112
pages for
$21.99.
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Harper Perennial
Everything is an Emergency: Part of the
emerging graphic medicine genre, a New
Yorker cartoonist with OCD tells his story
of using comics to cope. Written and
drawn by Jason Adam Katzenstein. 256
pages for $19.99.

Humanoids
Dog Days: Francois only wanted to take
his children to a town in southern France
to enjoy their summer, but he soon gets
caught up in a world of deceit, infidelity,
and murder. Written by Cyprien Mathieu
& Remy Benjamin with art from Olivier
Perret. 108 pages for $17.99.

Corto Maltese: Mu: The Lost Continent:
The final entry of Hugo Pratt’s epic series.
Written and drawn by Hugo Pratt. 176
pages for $34.99.

Dying is Easy: Syd “Shit-Talk” Homes is
a disgraced ex-cop turned bitter stand-up
comic. His rival is a joke stealer rising
steadily to the top, until he shows up
dead—and everyone, reasonably, suspects
Syd. Can he get his act together and find
the real killer? Written by Joe Hill with art
from Martin Simmonds. 128 pages for
$19.99.

Invisible Men: The Trailblazing Black
Artists of Comic Books: The radical Black
men who drew comics for years in an

Wings of Light: Two young agents are
sent to a planet of humans that have
reverted to medieval ways of life. There

they find a human woman who has been
sentenced to death for mating with an
angel. Written by Henry Bozino with art
from Caroles Magno. 96 pages for $17.99.

IDW
Be Gay, Do Comics!: The Nib’s best
queer and trans content!! Featuring Joey
Alison Sayers, Hazel Newlevant, Maia
Kobabe, and more! 256 pages for $24.99.
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industry dominated by whites. Written by
Ken Quattro with art from Matt Baker, EC
Stoner, Alvin Hollingsworth, and more.
240 pages for $34.99.

Redbone: The True Story of a Native
American Rock Band: Hell yeahhhh
Redbone band historyyyyy. You know,
the guys that did “Come and Get Your
Love!” Written by Christian Staebler and
Sonia Paoloni with art from Thibault
Balahy.

Star Trek: Debt of Honor: The classic
Chris Claremont and Adam Hughes tale
is being reprinted in magazine size! The
crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise finds

someone from a different and younger
generation go about the everyday duties
asked of a superhero? Written by Joe
Casey with art from Dustin Nguyen. 32
pages for $3.99.

Blackhand & Ironhead Vol. 1 HC: Alexia
has worked her entire life to take on her
father’s title as head of a corporate empire

and one of the greatest superheroes of all
time. Upon his sudden death, though, a
secret arises: his til-now unspoken of
villainous daughter, Amy. The sisters
must solve the mystery behind his death,
but can they work together? Written and
drawn by David López. 152 pages for
$24.99.

Bliss #1: A drug called Bliss is wiping
away memories in Feral City. A sweet
young man, overwhelmed by his dying
child and distraught wife, makes a deal to
become a personal hitman to three gods in
exchange for their well-being. Written by
Sean Lewis with art from Caitlin Yarsky.
32 pages for $3.99.

themselves teamed up with the Klingons
and Romulans to fight a galactic threat that

no government dares admit exists. Written
by Chris Claremont with art from Adam
Hughes. 96 pages for $9.99.  One of the
few truly great Star Trek comics.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Annual
2020: Splinter is gone, the Turtles are in
disarray, and the Shredder has returned.
Written by Tom Waltz with art from
Adam Gorham. 48 pages for $5.99.

Image Comics
All-America Comix #1: One shot.
Definitely not America Chavez, because
she’s America Vasquez! How might
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Chu #1: Remember Tony Chu, star of
CHEW, the cop who gets psychic
impressions from what he eats (otherwise
known as a cibopath)? Well, his sister’s a
criminal named Saffron Chu, and she can
learn secrets from who she eats with (a
cibopars). You don’t need psychic eating
powers to figure out they’re a recipe for
trouble. Written by John Laymon with art
from Dan Boultwood. 32 pages for $3.99.

The Clock TP: Within three weeks,
hundreds of millions of people around the
world contract various forms of aggressive
cancer, stumping the best scientific minds
available. When a leading cancer

shockingly, it doesn’t go as smoothly as
they thought. A romantic comedy that will
remind you why you’re so glad not to be
in your 20s anymore. Written by Sina
Grace & Omar Spahi with art from Jenny
D. Fine, Sina Grace & Shaun Steven
Struble. 32 pages for $3.99.

Killadelphia Vol. 1: Jimmy Sangster goes
home to Philadelphia to bury his father,
only to find the city is overrun with
vampires. Not just regular vampires—evil
ones. Written by Rodney Barnes with art
from Jason Shawn Alexander. 160 pages
for $9.99.

Undiscovered Country Vol. 1: The United
States of America is no more. The land
has been totally walled off and
unwelcoming for over a century. Two

researcher loses his wife to the illness, it
becomes a race against the clock to find a
cure. Written by Matt Hawkins with art
from Colleen Doran. 128 pages for $14.99.

Fire Power #1: The one who wields the
fire power is destined to save the world,
but Owen Johnson is not interested. He

just wants to be with his family. Of course,
the fire power doesn’t care. Written by
Robert Kirkman with art from Chris
Samnee & Matthew Wilson. 32 pages for
$3.99.

Getting it Together #1: A couple in the
Bay Area explores polyamory and
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independent expeditions, one up north and
one down south, take their chances.
Written by Scott Snyder & Charles Soule
with art from Giuseppe Camuncoli,
Daniele Orlandini, Leonardo Marcello &
Matt Wilson. 144 pages for $9.99.

Iron Circus Comics
It’s Your Funeral: Marnie Winters was
ready to turn her life around and stop
being miserable, but then she died. Now
she’s a ghost stuck in Earth, and the only
one who can help her is the
overenthusiastic alien social worker, Xel.
Written by Emily Riesbeck with art from
Ellen Kramer. 186 pages for $15.

Mad Cave Studios
Dry Foot #1: Miami in the 1980s. Four
teens just want to get out, so they plan a
h e i s t .
W h a t
could go
w r o n g ?
Wr i t t en
by Jarred
L u j a n
with art
f r o m
Orlando
Caicedo.
32 pages
for $3.99.

Vazquez with art from Carlos Gómez. 32
pages for $3.99.

The Darkhold Alpha One Shot: For
hundreds of years, scholars and heroes
alike have searched for the complete text
of the Darkhold — A.K.A. the Book of
the Damned, written by the elder god

Chthon. Now one of the greatest sorcerers
in the Multiverse has found it — and
Chthon has found him. To save them all,
the Scarlet Witch must gather the world’s
greatest heroes...and unleash their inner
darkness. Written by Steve Orlando with
art from Cian Tormey. 40 pages for $4.99.

Non-Stop Spider-Man #1: A mystery at
Empire State University thrusts Spider-
Man into an adventure that starts in

Magnetic Press
Gunland Vol. 1: A sci-fi western where
folks ride dinosaurs. A bumbling gang of
bandits seek a stash hidden by a double-
crossing partner, and the secret seems to
lay with a quiet girl with a secret past and
uncanny skills with revolvers. Written and
drawn by Captain Artiglio. 208 pages for
$19.99.

Marvel
America Chavez: Made in the USA #1 (of
5): When the foundation of everything she
believes is shaken, America Chavez will
stand up and face the parts of herself she’s
been running from. Written by Kalinda
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uptown Manhattan and will take him
around the world, pitting him against
Marvel Universe villains old and new and
give you a Spider-Man adventure (and
Spider-Man) the likes of which you’ve
never seen.Written by Joe Kelly with art
from Chris Bachalo. 40 pages for $4.99.

Shang-Chi #1 (of 5): An ancient and evil
secret society has stayed in hiding since
the death of their leader, Zheng Zhu. But
now his successor has been chosen to shift
the balance of power in the world—Zheng

Zhu’s son, Shang-Chi! Witness the Marvel
Universe’s greatest fighter return to a
world of death and destruction he thought
he left behind long ago...and discover the
secrets to Shang-Chi’s past that will
change his world forever. Written by Gene
Luen Yang with art from Dike Ruan with
Phillip Tan. 32 pages for $3.99.

W.E.B. of
Spider-Man
#1 (of 5):
Thanks to
none other
than Tony
Stark, a new
s c i e n t i f i c
r e s e a r c h
station for the
t e e n a g e
heroes of the
M a r v e l
Universe has

Mademoiselle Caroline. 200 pages for
$19.99.

Jonna and the Unpossible Monsters #1:
Rainbow has been searching for her sister,
Jonna, for a year. In a world of terrible
monsters, her only mission is to find and
protect her sister. Written by Chris
Samnee with art from Laura Samnee. 32
pages for $3.99.

Little Witches: Magic in Concord: Little
Women but with witches. Seriously, it’s
Jo, Beth, Amy and Meg. Turns out their
town doesn’t take well to witches. Written
and drawn by Leigh Dragoon. 160 pages
for $12.99.

just been completed – and Spider-Man just
got an invitation to join! Working
alongside some of your favorite faces
from the MU and a whole bunch of
awesome new gadgets, and with Iron Man
keeping an eye on them, surely
everything’s going to go great for the
heroes, right? Written by Kevin Shinick
with art from Roberto DiSalvo. 32 pages
for $3.99.

X-Men: Dawn of X Saga One Shot: Catch
up with all of mutantkind. Written by Jess
Harrold with art from Various. 32 pages
for $3.99.

Oni Press
Invisible Differences: A young woman
realizes she is autistic, and learns to
navigate life with this newfound identity.
Written by Julie Dachez with art from
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Comix Experience Onomatopoeia is published
monthly by Comix Experience, and is based (very
loosely) on the original design by Larry Young. Then
I fucked it up. Completely free if you pick it up
in-store, but if you want us to mail it to you, hey, be
a cool cat and send us $10 for the year. All contents
are copyright and (tm) their actual owners, except
the stuff that’s not, which belongs to us. Brian still
hasn’t learned how to do captions properly, so go
right ahead and conclude that if you see a picture
of Superman, it doesn’t belong to us. This isn’t
exactly rocket science, afterall.. Frickin’ lawyers.
Your comments, accolades, and harsh criticism is
always sought, but what the hell are you reading
this little type for anyway? Are you really that
bored? Shouldn’t you be reading a comic? I mean,
really!

ONOMATOPOEIA
1. The naming of a thing or

action by a vocal imitation of
the sound associated with it .

2. The use of words whose
sound suggests the sense .
3. The only magazine that

goes snap, crackle and pop!!

COMIX EXPERIENCE IS:
Brian Hibbs
Tony Guzman
Zoe Hu
Emma Munger
James Reid
Jeremy Talamantes
Nathan Williams

Comix Experience
305 Divisadero Street

(at Page)
SF CA, 94117
(415) 863-9258

and
Comix Experience Outpost
2381 Ocean Ave.

        (at San Leandro)
SF CA, 94127
(415) 239-2669

e-Mail:
brian@comixexperience.com

Rebellion/2000 AD
Concrete Surfer TP: A skateboarding
rivalry between two radical young women.
Written by Pat Mills with art from
Christine Ellingham. 80 pages for $13.99.

Scribner
The Great Gatsby: Adapted to a graphic
novel by Aya Morton. 176 pages for $20.

Stone Bridge Press
The Minamata Story: A powerful graphic
novel about the Minamata disease, a
debilitating condition caused by the

Chisso chemical factory’s release of
methylmercury into the waters of the coast
community of Minamata in souther Japan.
Written by Sean Michael Wilson with art
from Akiko Shimojima. 112 pages for
$14.95.

Vault Comics
Bleed Them Dry #1: Humans and
vampires have lived together in peace for
a centuries, but now there’s someone out
there murdering vampires. Detective
H a r p e r
Halloway
has to
find out
w h o .
Wr i t t en
b y
H i r o s h i
Koizumi
with art
f r o m
E l i o t
Rahal. 32
pages for
$3.99.

Enginew
ard #1: Earth is long forgotten and godlike
Celestials rule ruthlessly, until Joss, an
Engineward, discovers and reactivates the
head of an ancient ghoulem... Written by
George Mann with art from Joe Eisma. 32
pages for $3.99.
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Aftershock
Kill a Man OGN
Red Atlantis

Avery Hill
Sennen

A Wave Blue World INC
All we Wanted: Stories of a Better World

Black Mask
Mayday TP

Boom! Studios
Bear OGN
Red Mother v1 TP
Buffy, the Vampire Slayer: Willow

Clover Press
The Possessed (of 2)

Conundrum Press
The Unknown

Dark Horse Comics
47 Ronin TP
Barbalien: Red Planet (of 5)
Gert and the Sacred Stones
Henchgirl TP
Lady Baltimore (of 5)
Papaya Salad HC
Predator: Original Screenplay (of 5)
Primordial TP
Resident Alien Omnibus v1
Savor GN
Stranger Things v3 TP
The Witcher: Fading Memories (of 4)
You Look Like Death: Tales From the

Umbrella Academy (of 6)

DC Entertainment
Batman: Three Jokers (of 3)
DCeased: Dead Planet (of 6)
Joker/Harley Secret Files

Dynamite
Bettie Page
Green Hornet

Fantagraphics
And Now, Sir - Is This Your Missing Gonad?
Nymph HC
The Winter of the Catoonist (Paco Roca)

Grand Central Publishing
Parasite: A Graphic Novel in Storyboards

Graphix
Donut, The Destroyer

Harper Perennial
Everything is an Emergency

Humanoids
Dog Days HC
Wing of Light HC

IDW
Be Gay, Do Comics! (The Nib)
Corto Maltese: Mu, the Lost Continent
Dying is Easy TP
Invisible Men: Trailblazing Black Artists of

    Comic Books
Rebone: The True Story of a Native

    American Rock Band
Star Trek: Debt of Honor
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Annual 2020

Image Comics
All America Comix
Black Hand & Ironhead
Bliss
Chu
The Clock TP
Fire Power
Getting it Together
Killadelphia TP v1
Undiscovered County TP v1

Iron Circus Comics
It’s Your Funeral
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305 Divisadero St. 2381 Ocean Ave
415-863-9258  415-239-2669

…are you experienced?
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Mad Cave Studios
Dry Foot

Magnetic Press
Gunland v1

Marvel Comics
America Chavez: Made in the USA (of 5)
The Darkhold: Alpha One Shot
Non-Stop Spider-Man
Shang-Chi (of 5)
W.E.B. Of Spider-Man
X-Men: Dawn of X Saga

Oni Press
Invisible Differences
Jonna and the Unpossible Monsters
Little Witches: Magic in Concord

Rebellion / 2000 AD
Concrete Surfer TP

Scribner
The Great Gatsby

Stone Bridge Press
The Minamata Story

Vault Comics
Bleed Them Dry
Engineward

Anything we missed?  Add Here!
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